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 Complete manual annotation of dependency treebank needs resources like annotators and 

annotation tools and takes long time and has high possibility of inconsistent annotations 

for free word order languages such as Myanmar. This paper describes a dependency head 

annotation scheme with Universal part-of-speech and Universal Dependencies for 

Myanmar dependency treebank. Currently 22,810 sentences and 680,218 tokens were 

annotated from three corpora for Myanmar dependency treebank. Some language specific 

issues are also described with examples. Raw syntactic structures were annotated 

automatically by UDPipe according to the Universal Dependencies based on Universal-

part-of-speech tag scheme. Then unsupervised annotated dependency head structures have 

been manually updated in post processing. To be reliable and speedy post process with 

reduced errors for manual updating, selected sentences were added to the training data 

after being updated. After that the model has been retrained and the remaining sentences 

were parsed by UDPipe. Post processing was repeated until all sentences were updated. 

Some specifications of dependency annotation schemes in sentences encountered in post 

processing are presented with examples. For parsing performance of annotated data, cross 

validation tests and parsing experiments were performed. Moreover, annotated treebank 

data have also been evaluated by CoNLL 2017 evaluation script for parsing performance. 

Results of parsing experiments and evaluation are also reported by unlabeled and labeled 

attachment scores and demonstrated that the proposed method is a suitable way for 

building Myanmar dependency trees. Moreover, syntax structures of treebank are also 

analyzed and syntax information is also presented. This dependency head annotation for 

dependency treebank is the first work for Myanmar language as far as we know.  
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1. Introduction   

A treebank annotated with syntax or dependency structure is 

an essential and important resource for natural language 

processing systems in any language. Treebank annotated 

dependency structures is called dependency treebank. While 

phrasal constituents and syntax rules could not provide a direct role 

in sentences, syntactic dependency information of a sentence can 

describe directed grammatical relations between words. Moreover, 

dependency grammar is also able to deal with morphologically rich 

and relatively free word order languages. Dependency treebank is 

also critical resource in any language to develop natural language 

processing applications [1].  

Many dependency treebanks have been constructed manually 

for many languages such as Czech, German, Danish, French, 

Portuguese, Estonian, Russian, Dutch, Danish, Turkish, Basque, 

Italian, English [2], Norwegian [3], Finnish [4], Romanian [5], 

Ancient Greek and Latin [6], Vietnamese [7],  

Annotating dependency syntactic information in sentences is 

still a hard task for Myanmar having free word order nature. 

Moreover, currently there is still low resource for syntactic 

information for Myanmar language. 

The Myanmar grammar is different from other languages of 

ASEAN countries such as Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia and these 

languages already have treebank resources. Myanmar has been 

similar structures with the other SOV order languages such as 

Japanese, Chinese, and Korean and also a head final language. 

According to these properties, for Myanmar, a dependency-based 

head finalization has been proposed for statistical machine 

translation (SMT) in [8]. Although the proposed method was being 

able to improve a baseline SMT result without requiring parallel 
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training information, it depends on dependency parser of source-

side language to achieve higher performance than unsupervised 

baseline result [8]. Having similar syntactic structures of Japanese 

and Myanmar, a parsing approach has been proposed by applying 

SMT by using Japanese as pivot in [9]. The proposed method 

performed well with satisfying results due to the good performance 

of Japanese parser [9].  Although Myanmar dependency syntax 

structures were applied competently for SMT [8] and parsing [9] 

without annotated Myanmar corpus, there was dependence on 

intermediate language dependency parser like English and 

Japanese as limitation  

Progress of unsupervised dependency parsing researches is 

increasing with the shared tasks of the tenth conference on 

computational natural language learning (CoNLL-X) in recent 

years [10]. A Universal part-of-speech tag (U-POS) set has been 

proposed as standard for research in unsupervised induction of 

syntactic structure [11]. Universal Dependencies (UD) is a project 

developing cross-linguistically consistent treebank annotation for 

many languages [12]. Currently, there are over 100 treebanks of 

more than 70 languages available in the UD inventory. Treebanks 

have derived UD format from existing formats in many languages 

like Korean [13]. UDPipe has been proposed to easily perform 

basic natural language processing tasks from tokenization to 

parsing in CoNLL-U format, the revised version of CoNLL-X 

format, for treebanks of UD without requiring any other external 

data [12]. UDPipe has been applied in dependency treebank 

building [14, 15]. 

Currently, Asian language treebank (ALT) project has 

developed a Myanmar syntax treebank with a parallel corpus by 

annotators using web-based tool [16]. Building treebank needs 

annotators and applied tools for processes of tree building. 

Therefore, it becomes hard for low resource language like 

Myanmar. 

Having limitation of related works [8, 9], no resource for 

dependency parsing and information of Myanmar, improvement of 

unsupervised parsing researches [10], and simple trainable facility 

of UDPipe with CoNLL-U format, as our motivation, we 

annotated a corpus by applying U-POS tags and unsupervised 

dependency parsing by UDPipe of UD project to get raw syntax 

information for Myanmar [17]. Then, as future work of 

unsupervised annotation, manual post processing is carried out on 

the unsupervised parsed results with reference dependency 

structures to build dependency treebank in order to apply in parsing 

Myanmar sentences by deep learning approaches. 

This paper presents dependency head annotation to build 

Myanmar dependency treebank by U-POS tag sets and UD 2.0 

guidelines by updating in post processing on unsupervised 

annotated corpus. Building Myanmar dependency treebank 

contains two main parts. The first is automatic annotating by 

unsupervised dependency parsing by UDPipe to get raw universal 

dependency syntactic information [17]. The second is manual post 

processing by dependency structures for correct dependency 

heads. During post processing, UDPipe is applied in a 

bootstrapping manner to be consistent updating with reduced post 

processing time..  

The organization structure of paper is as follow: Section 2 

briefly describes nature of Myanmar language and sentences. 

Section 3 presents corpus information and overview of annotation 

scheme. Section 4 describes corpus pre-processing tasks before 

annotation. Section 5 presents Myanmar language specific tags and 

their related U-POS tags and mapping scheme between language 

POS and U-POS tags. Section 6 describes post checking and 

updating unsupervised dependency heads in sentences with 

examples. Section 7 reports parsing experiments with post 

processed data. Section 8 discusses about parsing and evaluation 

results of treebank. Section 9 concludes all sections and presents 

future work. 

2.  Myanmar Language 

Myanmar (Burmese) is a member of the Lolo-Burmese 

grouping of the Sino-Tibetan language belonging to the Southern 

Burmish branch of the Tibeto-Burman languages. It is an official 

language in Myanmar. It is also the first language of the Bamar 

people, the principal ethnic group and related ethnic groups of the 

country, and a second language of ethnic minorities in Myanmar. 

Myanmar (Burmese) is a tonal, pitch-register, and syllable-timed 

language, largely monosyllabic and analytic, with a subject–

object–verb word order. It is morphological rich and agglutinative 

language. 

2.1. Nature of Myanmar Sentences 

 Myanmar sentences can be written with formal or colloquial 

style. Two types of Myanmar sentence construction are simple and 

complex sentence types. Simple sentence has only one nominal 

phrase, action maker or subject, and one verb phrase. Complex 

sentence has two or more clauses or simple sentences, joined with 

conjunction, or post positional markers, or particles to modify the 

followed part which might be phrase or clause of main sentence. 

 

Figure 1: Example grammatical hierarchy structure of example sentence 
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Table 1: Suffixes of example sentence from Figure 1 

Types Nominal marker (post 
positional marker) 

Plural marker 
(particle) 

Verb suffix 
(particle) 

Verb marker (post 
positional marker) 

Morpheme Words “တွင”်,“မ  ျား”, “မ  ” “မ  ျား” “နေ” “သည”် 

Table 2: Composition of Myanmar Dependency Treebank 

Corpus Source Domain Sentences Tokens Average 

Length 

Remark 

myPOS Wikipedia 11,010 239,534 21.75 manually annotated  

Web News Websites’ 

News 

  1,800   66,710 37.06 manually annotated  

ALT Wiki news 10,000 373,974 37.39 Automatic  annotated  

 Total 22,810 680,218   

 

Myanmar noun phrases are usually ended with different types 

of nominal markers, postpositional markers (PPMs), to identify 

their roles in sentences such as subject, object but most colloquial 

style noun phrases are written without these markers. Myanmar 

sentences might have one or more phrases or clauses. Some 

subordinate clauses are usually used to represent more detail 

meaning for modified parts and also placed before modified ones. 

Having these nested parts, defining correct dependency between 

sub and main parts of the sentence takes more time. Figure 1 

illustrates an example sentence structure. 

There are four phrases in sentence of Figure 1. In Myanmar 

language, adjective ended with verb maker suffix is verb phrase.  

In the example sentence, sentence ended verb phrase is composed 

of adjective with post positional verb marker  Four suffix types of 

morphemes of the example sentence are described in Table 1. Bold 

and italic words are main content words of each phrase. Main root 

phrase of a sentence or clause is final verb phrase of that sentence. 

Dependent sentence or clause modifies the independent root 

sentence. Therefore, main root of example sentence in Figure 1 is 

the last right most verb phrase. 

Moreover, most formal sentences are usually ended with verb 

or verb phrase. However, some sentences may not be ended with 

verbs because of the Myanmar sentence writing style in which 

there are presence of hiding verbs hidden for actions of being or 

having or living or coming actions. Moreover, Myanmar sentences 

can be written by many forms according to nature of free word 

order language, and some special cases of sentence construction of 

Myanmar grammar. Moreover, emphasized noun phrases can be 

put at the beginning of the sentence according to writer’s idea. 

These conditions can also be complicated and time-consuming 

issues to define correct dependency heads and relations for phrases 

in sentences. Besides above nested cases, there arises one issue in 

dependency tree building. 

3. Corpus Annotation 

This section presents corpus statistic and overall architecture 

of dependency head annotation.  

3.1. Corpus Information  

Currently two corpora have been annotated manually by 

dependency head information and one corpus has been annotated 

in unsupervised way for Myanmar treebank. The myPOS corpus 

consists of 11,010 sentences written by formal and colloquial 

format from the Myanmar Wikipedia including various areas such 

as economics, history, news, politics and philosophy [18]. The 

sentence writing style of myPOS corpus is very similar to current 

mostly used standard formal and colloquial style. Therefore, we 

selected first this corpus to annotate to get similar syntactic 

structures of current written styles of Myanmar sentences and 

annotated them as first standard sentences for other corpora. Web 

News corpus contains 1,800 sentences written by current modern 

writing styles in Myanmar news websites. ALT corpus contains 

10,000 translated sentences from Wiki news. The statistical 

information of current Myanmar dependency treebank is presented 

in Table 2. 

3.2. Overview Structure of Annotation  

Using difference corpora in treebank, word segmentation and 

POS tagging style of each corpus is different. Being morphological 

rich and agglutinative language, most words are segmented to 

provide morphological level syntax information in this work. 

Therefore, pre-processing is needed to carry out to be the same 

word segmentation and POS-tagged scheme among different 

corpora. U-POS tags, CoNLL-U shared task format, shared 

Japanese model, and UDPipe of UD project were used to get raw 

universal dependencies in this work. 

The corpora were transformed to CoNLL-U format by adding 

U-POS tags in pre-processing. After transformation, they were 

annotated by unsupervised dependency parsing by using shared 

Japanese model in UD project [17] because of similar conditions 

in grammar structure of Myanmar and Japanese and dependency 

structures and UD of Japanese [19,20]. Then unsupervised 

annotated dependency heads were manually post checked by 

human annotator to be more correct dependency head nodes. One 

annotator was done manual post checking on automatic annotated 

results by learning Myanmar language grammar books and books 

written by linguistic experts of Myanmar language. Therefore, 

dependency head annotation of Myanmar dependency treebank 

has two steps: initial corpus pre-processing and post processing on 

unsupervised annotated results of pre-processing.  

In post processing, to be consistent and fast checking and 

updating, selected updated data were repeatedly trained with all 

other not updated data in corpus by UDPipe. After checking and 

updating manually selected 2,000 sentences, they were added to 

the training data, Then the training model was retrained to parse 

the remaining sentences in corpus by the updated model. Parsed 
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results were updated manually and trained again until all sentences 

were post processed in corpus. The overall architecture of 

annotation is illustrated in Figure 2. Detail explanation with 

examples will be presented in Section 4 and Section 6. 

4. Pre-processing 

This section presents overview of corpus pre-processing step. 

Before dependency structures annotation, it is needed to check and 

update word segmentation and POS tagging of used corpora 

because some corpora might have different segmentation and POS 

tagging styles based on their original created purposes. Using 

unique word segmentation and POS tagging can be easy to 

transform dependency corpus. It is also better and easier having 

unique word segmentation and POS tagging than different formats 

to transform dependency corpus.  

To have a consistent Myanmar POS tag scheme, a new general 

POS tag scheme has been defined. It will be explained in following 

sub section. Moreover, U-POS tags were also added to the 

CoNLL-U format in order to get raw universal dependencies 

syntax structures. 

In Myanmar sentences, some words might also have different 

POS tag forms for the same word. Tagging correctly for each 

content word in sentences is important for correct dependency 

head. One example of these issues is presented in Table 3. The 

quality of word segmentation and POS tagging can mainly impact 

providing correct dependency information of sentences in corpus. 

Therefore, rechecking word segmentation and POS tagging of 

used corpus before annotation is very important. 

Then, the correct POS tagged corpus was transformed CoNLL-

U format by adding related U-POS tags for most language POS 

tags by manual python script as UD 2.0 format. In adding U-POS 

tags by python script, it is needed to check again manually U-POS 

tags of Myanmar conjunctions because it is also needed to be 

correct form of two conjunction tags of U-POS as described in 

Table 5 according to the content words of sentence. 

5. Part-of-speech Tagging Scheme 

There are ten main POS tags in Myanmar language such as 

noun, pronoun, adjective, verb, adverb, post-positional marker, 

particles, conjunctions, interjection and punctuation [21]. For easy 

mapping to U-POS tags, 16 POS tags have been defined for 

language specific tags which are presented in Table 4 with 

examples. 

Most tags of these were already defined in ALT [6] except 

proper noun (PRPN) and text number (TNUM). In the previous 

work of this, these two tags were defined as noun, “N” [17]. In 

most Myanmar corpora, proper nouns and text numbers are tagged 

as noun, but they are already defined as proper noun and number 

in U-POS tag set. Therefore, these two tags were also added in 

Myanmar language tag set in order to be fast and easy mapping 

between Myanmar POS tags and U-POS tags. 

 

Figure 2: Overview architecture of dependency head annotation 

Table 3: Example POS tagging for same word 

Words Correct Tags Meanings Examples in phrases 

နေ verb live Myanmar            : ရေက်ုေ ်    မ    နေ   

သည ်
Words in English: Yangon in  live   - 

Translation         :  Live in Yangon. 

နေ particle describing continuous 

action 
Myanmar            : နလေ့လ   နေ  သည် 
Words in English: study     -       - 

Translation         :  is studying 
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Table 4: Myanmar POS tags for  language specific tag set 

POS Tag Description Example words 

N Noun သတငျ်ားစ  (Newspaper), ခေျ်ားမ (Hall), ကုမပဏ ီ( Company) 

PRPN Proper Noun စက်တငဘ်  (September), အ ရ  (Asia) 

NUM Number ၀ (0), ၁(1), ၂(2),   ၃(3),  ၄(4) 

TNUM Number text letter သုည (zero) , တစ် (one) , န စ် (two), သ ုျား (three),  နလျား(four) 

FOR Foreign word Carsh,  Federal,  process,  Bit 

ABB Abbreviation ညွှေ/်ခ ျုပ် (Director-General ) 

PRON Pronoun ကျွေန်တ ်/ ကျွေမ်/ ကျွနု် ပ််  (I),  ထ  ု(that), မညသ်ူ (who) 

ADJ Adjective က ယ်ဝေျ်ား (wide), ယဉ်နက ျား (polite),   မမင်ေ့မ ျား (high),    နလျားလ  

(heavy) 
ADV Adverb မကက ခဏ (frequently), အလွေ ်(very), နလ နလ ဆယ် (currently) 

V Verb စ ျား (eat), သွ ျား (go), နရျားသ ျား (write), မြစ် (be), ရ   (has/have), 

တညရ်   (exist) 

CONJ Conjunction န ငေ့ ်(and), သ ု ေ့မဟုတ် (or), ၍/နသ နကက ငေ့ ်(because) 

PART Particle မ  ျား/တ ု ေ့/နတွ (plural marker), ခေ် ေ့ (about), ခ ေ့ (past marker), 

န ငု(်can), ကက (plural action marker) 

PPM Post positional marker သည/်က/မ   (nominal marker for subject), ၌ (at) , ၏ ( of) ,  မြငေ့ ်

(by) 
PUNC Punctuation ၊ ,  ။ , “ , ( or   -LRB-, ) or  -RRB- , “,  ” 

SB Symbol % ,  $ 

INT Interjection အ ုျား (Oh), အမနလျား (Oh my god! ) 

Table 5: Mapping scheme between Universal POS and Myanmar language specific POS tags 

U-POS Tag Description [Examples] Myanmar Language POS 

NOUN Noun  N 

FOR 

PROPN Proper Noun PRPN 

ABB 

NUM Number  NUM 

TNUM 

PRON Pronoun PRON 

ADJ Adjective  ADJ 

ADV Adverb  ADV 

VERB Verb  V 

CCONJ Coordinating Conjunction  [န ငေ့ ်(and),  သ ု ေ့မဟုတ် (or)] CONJ 

SCONJ Subordinating Conjunction  [၍/ နသ နကက ငေ့ ်(because), 

န ငေ့တ်စ်ပပ ျုငေ်က် (as soon as), ပါက (if) ] 

PART Particle  PART 

ADP Adposition  PPM 

PUNCT Punctuation   PUNCT 

SYM Symbol SB 

INTJ Interjection  INT 
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Table 6: Mapping scheme between Universal POS and Myanmar language specific POS tags 

U-POS Tag Description myPOS ALT Web News Total 

NOUN Noun    55,590   71,246    18,237 145,073 

PRON Pronoun     2,680     7,864         331   10,875 

PROPN Proper Noun   12,377   23,168      3,375   38,920 

NUM Number      6,261   11,240      2,259   19,760 

ADJ Adjective      7,108     7,776      1,393   16,277 

ADV Adverb      2,868     4,686         852     8,406 

VERB Verb    34,046   62,876    11,057 107,979 

CCONJ Coordinating Conjunction       4,624     6,368      1,584   12,576 

SCONJ Subordinating Conjunction       6,587     7,493      1,452   15,532 

PART Particle    52,413   78,268    13,294 143,975 

ADP Adposition    38,838   64,624      8,674 112,136 

PUNCT Punctuation     15,845   28,255      4,199   48,299 

SYM Symbol        199        116             3        318 

INTJ Interjection           98            0             0          98 

 

All conjunctions in Myanmar sentences were tagged as CONJ 

which were mapped to one of two conjunctions of U-POS tags: 

CCONJ and SCONJ, coordinating and subordinating conjunction 

respectively. Mapping scheme between U-POS tags and Myanmar 

POS tags can be seen in Table 5. Total frequencies of U-POS tags 

in each corpus of treebank are listed in Table 6.  

6. Post-processing 

Annotation method and types of annotation schemes are 

important in dependency treebank construction. The annotation 

was based on Universal Dependencies. In the UD annotation 

scheme, dependency relations are expressed between words and 

main content words attached leaf words such as function words in 

sentences [22]. Main parts of syntactic structures are head nodes 

and relation links called as dependency relation labels between 

words. 

Generally Myanmar nouns, adjectives, and verbs are formally 

written with suffixes such as post positional markers or particles. 

Currently, dependency relation labels are automatic unsupervised 

annotated results without post processing in treebank. Only 

dependency head information was post processed. 

Overview of the linking structures of dependency head node 

words between dependent words in most occurred phrases in 

sentences had been presented in our previous work [17]. In that 

work, only construction of dependency link arc connections 

between heads and dependents words had been presented. 

Therefore, the arcs directed to the heads from dependents.  

After the previous work, unsupervised dependency annotation 

results have been post processed to update dependency head links 

based on the dependency structures described in our previous 

work. Updating dependency relation labels needs more time 

because of few annotators and issues of sentence writing styles. 

Therefore, dependency relations labels are still automatic 

unsupervised annotated labels after post processing. To describe 

full referenced dependency information, in this paper, dependency 

relation labels between head node words and dependent words will 

be presented with unsupervised annotated labels in sample 

sentences according to the viewpoint of the language typology. 

6.1. Proper Noun and Possessive Phrase 

The specific unique names of common nouns are called as 

proper nouns as in other languages. Myanmar proper nouns are 

usually found in before or after common nouns [21]. In Figure 3, 

two proper nouns, following two common nouns can be seen in 

example sentence. In that sentence, example possessive case can 

also be seen. Possessive case of a noun or pronoun can be written 

by a post positional suffix marker, “ ၏”, to show possession of 

following right noun by left proper noun of it. 

6.2. Compound Noun 

Myanmar compound nouns might have two or more words and 

POS tags of these words can be nouns, verbs, adjectives or adverbs 

[21]. An example compound noun in sentence of Figure 4 contains 

two consecutive nouns and means “memorial stamp”. In this case, 

the left noun modifies the right one. 

6.3. Numeral Phrase 

Most numeral noun phrases can be written by three general 

formats which are described in Table 7 with their meanings. 

Counting amount can be written by digit number or text number 

[21]. Sample numeral phrases in sentence can be seen in Figure 5. 

6.4. Adjective Phrase 

Adjectives modify nouns and are usually placed before or 

after noun in Myanmar sentences. Myanmar adjectives can be 

written as simple or simple adjective with suffix particles or 

transformed adjective [21]. Suffixes of adjective or example 

adjective phrases are presented in Table 8. Sample dependency of 

adjective phrase in sentence can be seen in Figure 6. 

6.5. Adverb Phrase and Verb Phrase 

Adverbs can be written as simple or transformed adverb with 

the suffix particle, “ စ ွ”, followed by verb, or adjective, or adverb. 

Example adverb phrases can be seen in Table 9. Example 

dependency of adverb phrase in sentence can be seen in Figure 7.  
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Figure 3: Proper noun and possessive case examples in sentence 

 

Figure 4: Compound noun example in sentence 

Table 7:  Numeral  phrase formats 

Numeral Phrase Forms Example Meaning Remarks 

N  NUM/TNUM PART/N မ တ်ခ က်      ၂/န စ်  ခ က် 2/two 

comments 

 

comment  2/two  -  (Glossary) 

N  N (noun affixed 

particle, “အ”, to form 

common nouns)  

NUM/TNUM 

မ တ်ခ က်     အခ က်  န စ်ဆယ် twenty 

comments 

if counted amount is 

exact numbers of 

multiple of ten, hundred, 

thousand, etc. 

comment  fact   twenty 

(Glossary) 

N N(transformed or 

common noun) 

NUM/TNUM PART/N 

မ တ်ခ က်  အခ က်  န စ်ဆယ်     

န စ် ခ က် 

twenty 

two 

comments 

 

comment fact twenty   two   -   

(Glossary) 

 

 

Figure 5: Numeral phrase example in sentence 
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Table 8: Suffixes of adjective or adjective phrases and examples 

Particles used to suffix or transform adjective or adjective phrase နသ , သညေ့,် မညေ့,် တ ေ့ 

Example Myanmar adjective 

phrases 

Translations Remarks 

က  ြီး နသ   အ မ် big house Simple adjective followed 

suffix big   -      house 

အ မ်      က  ြီး    big house Simple adjective  

house   big 

အစ ျုားရ                  နပျား       သညေ့်   အ မ်   house provided by government Transformed adjective 

government  provide   -     house 

 

 

Figure 6: Adjective phrase example in sentence 

Table  9: Example of adverb forms 

Example Myanmar adverb phrases Meanings Remarks 

မမေမ်မေ် ် (quickly ) quickly Simple adverb 

မမေမ်မေသ်ကွ်သကွ ်(quickly) quickly Simple adverb 

လ ငမ်မေ ်  စ ွ quickly Transformed adverb with suffix particle 

quick    - 

 

.  
Figure 7: Adverb and verb phrase example in sentence 

Table 10: Suffixes of verbs 

Suffixes to verb Description of usage and example Suffix Type 

သည,် ၏, ပပီ, မည,် 

မယ,် တယ ်

to form verb by showing tense  post positional 

markers Examples: 

 
သ ွျား သည ်  (go)  

 

သ ွျား  မယ ် (will go) 

မ  , ပါ, စမျ်ား to express giving order or answering action particles 

Examples: 

လပ်ု ပါ (giving order or requesting “Do” action) 

နမ ငျ်ား  မ   (answering or forecasting  “drive” action based on the 

meaning of content words in sentence) 
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Verb phrases in sentences are usually formed by one of the verb 

ended post positional markers or particles [21] as presented in 

Table 10 . 

In addition, zero or more particles can be followed by verbs 

before verb ended markers to express the full state of action. In 

example sentence of Figure 7, the verb phrase, “ နတွွေ့ လ ု ေ့ ရ မလ ျား”, 

means “can meet” and “နတွွေ့” is main verb and the suffix sequence 

with three particles, “လ ု ေ့ ရ မလ ျား”, means asking politely for the 

requested action. That main verb phrase is also modified by left 

adverb phrase, “ နေ က်ထပ်”. As a result, the verb, “နတွွေ့”, is root 

of that sentence. The whole sentence means “Can meet again?”, 

6.6. Conjunctions 

In Myanmar language, conjunctions are used to combine not 

only clauses or simple sentences but also related words or phrases. 

Moreover, simple sentences can be connected by suffixes:  post 

positional markers, “ က, မ  , က ု”, or particles “ဟ ု, နသ  , သညေ့ ်, 

မညေ့,် တ ေ့” to form noun or adjective clause in sentence. If two or 

more simple sentences are connected by post positional markers or 

particles or conjunctions, combined sentence becomes complex 

sentence and clauses represent the roles as subjects or objects or 

adverbs. Most clauses ended by conjunctions are usually adverb 

modifiers in main sentence. Therefore, the role of dependent 

clauses can be divided into three types: noun clause, adjective 

clause, and adverb clause based on their roles in sentences. If 

combined clauses or sentences contains the same subject, subject 

can be omitted in dependent clause or independent clause or in 

both. Similarly, object noun can also be omitted in dependent 

clause or independent clause if it is placed in one [21, 23]. 

Some conjunctions described in Table 11 are used to connect 

words, phrases to connect two sentences to give coordinated extra 

meaning [21, 23]. 

Table  11: Example conjunctions 

Conjunctions Usage 

န ငေ့ ်, လညျ်ားနက ငျ်ား…လညျ်ားနက ငျ်ား, 

နရ …ပါ, နရ … နရ , သ ု ေ့မဟုတ်, 

မြစ်နစ…မြစ်နစ,   မြစ်မြစ်…မြစ်မြစ်, 

နသ ်လညျ်ားနက ငျ်ား…နသ ်လညျ်ားနက ငျ်ား, 

မ တစ်ပါျား,  ပပီျား 

to connect words, 

phrases in sentence 

for extra meaning 

ထ ု ေ့မပင,် ထ ု ေ့အမပင,် ၎ငျ်ားမပင,် သည်ေ့မပင ် to give connection 

between prior 

sentence and next 

by giving 

coordinated extra 

meaning. 

 

 

Figure 8: Coordinated phrase example in sentence 

 

Figure 9: Coordinated clauses example in sentence 
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Figure 10: Complex sentence with noun clause 

 

Figure 11: Complex sentence joined with subordinating conjunction 

Table 12: Average parsing precision scores of each corpus 

Corpus Sentences Average Scores 

Train    Test UAS LAS 

myPOS 10,010 1,000 89.06 86.67 

Web News   1,620    180 87.03 84.83 

ALT   9,000 1,000 91.40 90.24 

 

Sample coordinated phrase with conjunctions in sentence can 

be seen in Figure 8. Moreover, complex sentence combined two 

simple sentences by coordinating conjunction can also be seen in 

Figure 9. The left side of conjunction is dependent sentence or 

clause to give first action and the right side of conjunction is 

independent clause to give final action as shown in Figure 9. 

Subjects of clauses are omitted and main sentence means “After 

go straight, turn left at the traffic junction point.”. Therefore, the 

conjunction is tagged as “CCONJ”, coordinating conjunction, for 

U-POS tag. 

Some Myanmar conjunctions such as “လျှင/်ရင/်ပါက, 

နသ နကက င်ေ့, န င်ေ့တစ်ပပ ျုငေ်က,် သက ေ့သ ု ေ့, နစရေ,် နသ အခါ, 

နသ ်လညျ်ား,..” , “if, because, as soon as, as/like, in order to, when, 

although,..” , are frequently used to connect clauses to provide the 

required meaning for main clauses [21, 23]. Therefore, these types 

of conjunctions are tagged as “SCONJ”, subordinating 

conjunction, for U-POS tag. 

Example complex sentence including noun clause as an object 

role in sentence can be seen in Figure 10. Main complex sentence 

means “Lost of important documents is wanted to be reported.” 

The PPM, “ က ု”,  is used to connect the left clause to represent as 

object noun for the action of root verb, “တ ုငက်က ျား”, of main 

sentence. 

In addition, example complex sentence joined with 

subordinating conjunction type, “ ရင”် (if) , can be seen in Figure 

11.  Subjects are omitted in both dependent clause and main 

independent clause. It means that “If defendant is caught, I will get 

in touch”. 

7. Parsing Experiment 

The main purpose of building treebank is to use in dependency 

parsing. This section presents parsing experiments executed for 

performance of treebank. UDPipe is an open-source trainable 

pipeline processing tool to perform segmentation, POS tagging, 

lemmatization and dependency parsing without any other external 
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data for multiple languages. And it is also available under open-

source Mozilla Public Licence (MPL) and provides bindings for 

C++, Python, Perl, Java and C#. UDPipe 1.2 has been used in our 

parsing experiments. 

We divided 90% and 10% of total sentences from each corpus 

of treebank for training and test data to evaluate each corpus by 10-

fold cross validation test. We arranged alternate order of test 

sentences range and all the rest for train data in each corpus and 

split them into equally-sized parts for each validation test by 

python script. We calculated average score of all validation tests to 

report as total average score of cross validation test for each 

corpus. 

8. Results and Evaluation 

In this section, the statistical results of parsing experiments to 

evaluate parsing performance of treebank and evaluation results 

will be described. For each corpus performance of treebank, 

average parsing precision scores are calculated from the total 

results of cross validation tests in each corpus and they are listed 

in Table 12. Average precision scores measured by unlabeled 

attachment score (UAS) and label attachment score (LAS) of each 

corpus are  over 89% and 86%, over 87% and 84 %, and 91% and 

90% in myPOS, Web News, and ALT respectively . 

Each corpus of treebank was evaluated by the CoNLL 2017 

UD parsing evaluation script. The evaluation results will be 

described in following sub section. In addition, syntax structures 

of the referenced dependency types were also analyzed by manual 

python script which counts types of dependency structures being 

countable types in each sentence. The analyzed results will be 

described in next sub sections. 

8.1. Evaluation 

Corpora contained in treebank were evaluated by the CoNLL 

2017 UD parsing evaluation script, “conll17_ud_eval.py” [24], to 

know their parsing accuracy. Gold standard file and system output 

file are input to the evaluation script to evaluate the data. The 

parsing model was trained with all current data of treebank to 

generate system output of each corpus. The current accuracies 

comparing standard annotated data with system output parsing 

result of each corpus can be seen in Figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12: Precision scores of treebank data 

Table 13: Information of  sentence lengths in treebank 

Sentence Type myPOS ALT Web News Total sentences 

of each range 

Remark 

Simple short      2,253        13       74              2,340 <=10 words 

Short      6,463   3,858     732            11,053 >=11  and <=30 words 

Normal range      1,929   4,398     568              6,895 >=31  and <=50 words 

Long         349   1,687     401              2,437 >=51  and <=100 words 

Very long           16        44       25                   85 >100 words 

Table 14: Phrases and clauses structures in treebank 

Phrase Types myPOS ALT Web News Total 

Noun   27,083 48,466      6,316 81,865 

Proper Noun  10,514 17,750      3,013 31,277 

Numeral Noun    5,790 10,852      2,125 18,767 

Compound Noun  21,096 25,706      9,537 56,339 

Adjective     9,535 11,993      1,581 23,109 

Adverb     3,027   4,580         837   8,444 

Verb   16,593 19,136      3,584 39,313 

Phrases with Conjunctions      2,830   3,534         921   7,285 

Clauses      7,027   9,837      1,950 18,814 
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Precision scores of UAS and LAS in system outputs of 

myPOS and Web News data are over 89% and 87%, and 87% and 

85% respectively in comparing manually updated standard data. 

System output precision scores of UAS and LAS for ALT data is 

over 92% and 91% in comparing with automatic unsupervised 

annotated standard data.  

As sentences of ALT corpus are longer than myPOS and Web 

News corpus, precision scores of unsupervised annotated ALT is 

more than manual updated standard data of myPOS and Web 

News corpus. However, system outputs of myPOS and Web News 

corpus are better and more similar to reference dependency 

structures than system outputs of ALT in manual random 

checking on system output trees. 

Although currently Myanmar ALT has been developed 

manually, there is still no dependency resource for Myanmar. 

Constructing treebank manually is an error-prone and slow 

process. The high precision scores of cross validation tests and 

evaluations by post processed model illustrate that the proposed 

method can produce efficient precision scores for dependency 

parsing. With consistent and faster annotation, the proposed 

method will provide fast dependency tree building for Myanmar 

which has free word order and issues mentioned in Section 2 

The length of sentences is also one main part of treebank 

characteristics for having various types of syntax and syntactic 

structures. Therefore, the ranges of sentences in treebank were 

also analyzed by classifying five levels by python script and 

resulted sentence ranges are listed in Table 13. 

8.2. Syntax Analysis 

The syntax information is one of the most important 

characteristics of treebank to know syntax status. It is difficult to 

count all syntax information of natural language sentences by 

program script exactly because of the issues of phrases and many 

sentence construction types discussed in Section 2. However, 

overview syntax structures of formal sentences from each corpus 

of treebank could be extracted by python script based on sequence 

order of words and POS tags information of phrases and clauses 

written by formal literature written style. The program counts the 

related phrase and clause types from word and POS tag sequences 

of sentences annotated as example dependency structure types 

described in Section 6. However, some informal phrases and 

clauses not ended with the formal related post positional markers 

or particles, could not be counted by the program. Overall 

countable syntax structures are listed in Table 14. 

9. Conclusion 

This paper has presented annotating dependency heads based 

on Universal Dependencies framework for Myanmar dependency 

treebank. Myanmar POS tags and U-POS tags of treebank, issues 

of tagging, and mapping scheme between two tag sets have also 

been presented. In addition, dependency head annotation schemes 

have also been described with sample sentences in line with 

grammatical point of views. This work is first for Myanmar to the 

best of our knowledge. Parsing experiments have also been 

executed for performance of treebank and results have also been 

presented. To conclude, contribution is first dependency head 

annotation for building Myanmar dependency treebank and can 

provide useful information for direct dependency parsing for 

Myanmar sentences by Myanmar model in future. 

As future work, firstly we would intend to add more annotated 

sentences from same and different domains such as News articles 

data and Myanmar grammar books data to treebank because 

correct syntactic forms are able to provide faster annotation and 

better useful syntax information for Myanmar dependency 

treebank. The next work is to update unsupervised dependency 

labels according to the standard of Universal Dependencies based 

on Myanmar grammatical point of views. 
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